EROAD Fuel Tax Credits (FTC)
Calculate every last cent of your
FTC eligible claims, with ease
EROAD’s FTC solution means your
business can calculate rebates on
all of the fuel tax you’ve paid, for
vehicles, whether it’s on or off road.

EROAD’s FTC solution allows your business to calculate the rebates you can
claim, even when fuel tax credit rates change. With EROAD, your credits are
seamlessly calculated and reported for your business activity statements,
meaning increased accuracy, reduced admin, and a much easier process overall.

ATO CLASS RULING
The Australian Tax Office (ATO) has
issued a Class Ruling confirming
that the Fuel Tax Credit (FTC) report
generated from the EROAD FTC
solution (using the Ehubo device) can
be used as a record for FTC purposes

EASIER REBATE CALCULATIONS
Automate your FTC rebate calculations
- EROAD FTC makes it easier, reduces
admin time and enables higher rebates

CLAIM UP TO 2.5 x MORE
OFF-ROAD

GO BACK 4 YEARS

You can claim up to 2.5x the rebate
rate for off-road than on-road

Use EROAD FTC to recover
under-claimed rebates - you can
go back 4 years if you can show a
6-month pattern of consistent use

SET SIMPLE BOUNDARIES

FOR HEAVY AND LIGHT VEHICLES

MAXIMISE REBATE CLAIMS

Create geofences for work sites near to
public roads or construction zones to
claim the maximum FTC rebates

Easily claim off-road FTC for heavy
and light vehicles

Include auxiliary equipment and claim
idle time on heavy vehicles

EROAD Fuel Tax Credits (FTC)

SPECIFICATIONS
Your companies fuel tax credit total is automatically calculated, based on
telematics and fuel consumption information that is already captured by your
EROAD solution

You only have to set your auxiliary equipment’s fuel consumption rates once and
then they will be automatically included in your fuel tax credit calculations
The EROAD FTC product has the functionality to calculate rebates for fuel used in
vehicles or equipment idling on or off-road
EROAD’s FTC product can generate accurate records for specific periods, enabling
you to submit your claims to the ATO with ease

About EROAD
EROAD develops technology solutions (products and services) that manage vehicle fleets, support regulatory compliance, improve driver
safety and reduce the costs associated with driving. EROAD also provides valuable insights and data analytics to universities, government
agencies and others who research, trial and evaluate future transport networks. This data enables those who use the roads to influence the
design, management and funding of future transport networks. EROAD’s FTC product is not a tax advice service.

See www.eroad.com.au, or call 1800 437 623 for more information.

